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TECHNOLOGY DISRUPTION & INNOVATIONS

The invasion of artificial intelligence algorithms in many different fields from finance and autonomous cars to diagnosing and recommending treatment plans have dominated the public media and academic literature (see The Economist Special Report, 25 June 2016¹). The number of conference papers or journals on artificial intelligence or machine learning has increased exponentially² and computer science academic papers and studies in artificial intelligence increased nine times between 1996 and 2015³. Furthermore, the entire academic database, Scopus, owned by the publishing house Elsevier, contained over 200,000 papers in the field of computer science that was indexed with the key term “artificial intelligence”. Despite this increased interest in artificial intelligence by industry and academic experts over the past few years, some are beginning to question whether this trend is just another hype that will end in a whimper or whether this trend will have the stamina to transform certain industries entirely. Andrew McAfee and Eric Brynjolfsson from MIT share the latter view. In their book published in June 2017, Machine, Platform, Crowd: harnessing Our Digital Future⁴, they present an optimistic view of how emergent technologies, including AI, are having a huge impact on our daily lives and careers. However, in a recently published article in the Harvard Business Review (Artificial Intelligence for the Real World⁵), Davenport and Ronanki surveyed 152 organizations regarding their artificial intelligence projects and showed that the projects started out with extremely ambitious goals but ended with cost over-runs and significantly less ambitious outcomes. The authors categorized the completed projects within these organizations into 3 types: automating business processes, gaining insight through data analytics and engaging with customers and employees. These were far from the lofty goals they started with. Furthermore, there are reports asking whether the gap between the theoretical underpinnings and implementation of AI is just too big for AI to make a further meaningful impact in the real-world. For example, in an article (Is AI Riding a One-Trick Pony?) published in MIT Technology Review, the author questioned whether current AI applications are relying on three-decade old theory and whether this will limit the scope of innovation in multiple applications going forward. At a recent conference (Are We Ready For The Next Financial Crisis?) co-hosted by the Rotman School of Management and the Global Risk Institute in Financial Services, there were mixed views among professionals and academics on how technology, from cryptocurrency to artificial intelligence, will transform financial services.

The financial services industry, including investment management, have also experienced a dramatic increase in the use of artificial intelligence. The applications range from the development of robo-advisors, that attempts
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argued that political and social networks may emerge to play a larger role in liquidity transactions and/or in the spread of rumours, which can ultimately influence market fear and greed and hence consensus valuation of markets.

What has driven the hype in AI?

The past decade or so has seen a significant shift from the application of sophisticated single algorithms to ensembles of diverse predictors. For example, in the past if one wanted to translate, say, French to English, then a single algorithm will be deployed that would use built-in rules of syntax and grammar. Computer scientists call these individual classifiers weak learners, which range from relatively sophisticated neural networks to simple heuristics or decision rules used in random forest algorithms. More recently, the state-of-the-art Google Translate® software relies on ensembles of predictors that scan the internet for words, phrases, sentences and “learn” patterns. This results in a more natural sentence structure than the single sophisticated algorithms that often served as good entertainment. What is important to note is that for the ensemble as a whole to predict accurately, the classifiers within the ensemble must differ – they must look at a unique feature set or assume different relationships between features. A natural question to ask is whether there is a general mathematics that can capture this logic. In other words, will it always be the case that when algorithms/predictors are combined that they will result in more accurate predictions?

What I will do in the next section is to explain why this large difference between perception and reality exists: the last decade saw the shift from individual, sophisticated AI algorithms to ensembles of different algorithms. Although this shift has been significant and should not be underestimated, I will argue that AI only solves particular problem-types, which does not include true active fund management. A similar sentiment was echoed in a report published in 2011 that attempted to represent the relevant financial network for systemic events and risk. The report
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This concept is called the “wisdom of crowds” effect, named after James Surowiecki’s book, The Wisdom of Crowds. The idea is that a crowd of people make predictions that are more accurate than the individuals in the crowd. An example of the wisdom of crowds effect from his book is based on data of the weight of cattle collected by Sir Francis Galton from the West of England Fat Stock and Poultry Exhibition in 1906. Collectively, 787 people at the exhibition estimated the weight of a steer almost exactly. There are many other examples where this concept was found to work; groups tend to be more accurate predictors than individuals in predictive tasks. However, we do see that crowds, under certain conditions, can be “mad” as well. Examples of this include the many financial crises that we have experienced and will continue to experience in the future. In order to understand the conditions for the wisdom of crowds effect to hold, Scott Page from the University of Michigan came up with an equation to show how the wisdom of crowds work. He called the equation that describe this effect, the “diversity prediction theorem”.

Collective error = Avg. individual error – Prediction diversity

One can think of the “Avg. individual error” as smarts or talent, the “prediction diversity” as diversity and the collective error as the wisdom of crowds. There are two things to notice: firstly, this is a theorem and we will see how the equation will help us see how and why crowds make accurate prediction. Secondly, this theorem also pertains to AI algorithms, that is, for a collection of AI algorithms to be “wise” (better predictors) depends on “talent” and “diversity” and we will show how this equation can explain the current hype around AI. What Scott Page shows mathematically in his book, The Difference, is that the collective accuracy of a crowd depends in equal measure on the accuracy of its members and on their diversity. Moreover, a diverse crowd will always be more accurate than its average member. What this means for AI algorithms is that if we can combine “diverse” algorithms then ensembles will be better predictors than the single sophisticated algorithms initially used to translate French to English. For those of us who participate in the markets, this message suggests appropriate humility.

The collective accuracy of an ensemble of AI algorithms depends on the accuracy of each predictor and their diversity. How does this work in our translation example? Let’s begin with random forest algorithms that have a collection of random decision tree predictors. If a sample of data is used to determine accuracy then the algorithm separates out the accurate decision trees. Furthermore, the predictors are trained on subsets of data, which guarantees accuracy (“talent”). This is not so easily applied to people – we can’t easily eliminate inaccurate people – therefore, AI algorithms have a built-in accuracy advantage. These algorithms also build in diversity, the second component required for the ensemble of predictors to be “wise”. This is done in what is called “bagging” and “boosting”: “bagging” trains predictors on randomly drawn subsets of data and determines the size of those subsets. In essence, this gives predictors the ability to “learn” from different data. Bagging ensures diversity by adding predictors that are accurate when the ensemble makes mistakes. For example, let’s say you train an AI algorithm to detect fraudulent transactions. Say you have 100,000 transactions and we have 40,000 cases for which we know the outcome. We might then generate a set of random predictors and only keep those predictors that classified more than, say, 60% of the 40,000 cases correctly. We then have all the predictors collectively classify the 100,000 transactions and what we might typically find is that the predictors correctly predict about, say, 80,000 transactions. The remaining 20,000 transactions can then be classified as the challenging cases. In order to perform boosting, a new set of random predictors are created, and those predictors are trained on the challenging cases. Adding the predictors that classify the challenging cases (more than 50% of the time) to the original predictors creates a diverse ensemble of predictors that leads to better accuracy. It’s the “wisdom of crowds” effect that explains why AI has become so accurate at solving problems such as facial recognition, fraud detection etc.

---


What is active fund management?

In the previous section we explained what we believe is driving the hype in AI. What we will see in this section is that the types of problems that AI algorithms can solve are complicated but far from the complexity of the real world. In particular, financial markets are complex adaptive systems and being an active fund manager means believing in both market efficiency and inefficiency (just not at the same time!). The 2013 the Noble Prize in Economics was awarded to Robert Shiller from Yale University (a proponent for market inefficiency) and Fama and Hansen from the University of Chicago (proponents for market efficiency). If markets are perfectly efficient then there is no reason to try to beat the market through active management. Most of the time, the market prices stocks correctly (wisdom of crowd effect) but we know that there are times when the market acts in a manic way that leads to market crashes. In the previous section we presented a theory that gave two conditions for a crowd to be “wise” and we showed how this is applied to translation algorithms that use AI. However, its not that simple for this to apply to crowds of investors in a market, as you can imagine. Let’s firstly examine theories to explain “wise” crowds (market efficiency) and then look at how these conditions may be violated and result in “mad” crowds. Andrei Shleifer described 3 basic theories to explain market efficiency. According to Michael Mauboussin, the first theory assumes that investors are rational, which means that they make normatively acceptable choices based on expected utility theory and correctly update their views based on new information. The second is to assume a small set of rational investors who use arbitrage to remove pricing errors. The final theory is the wisdom of crowds, the idea that a group of diverse individuals can come up with an efficient price. Market inefficiency occurs when the conditions for market efficiency is violated but this is practically not that straightforward to determine because the market is a complex adaptive system (composed of diverse, interconnected components/agents that are adapting). Examples of complex systems are pervasive: the immune system consists of many different immune cells that are interconnected, diverse and adapt to various threats; ant colonies consist of different types of diverse functions that are interconnected and adapt to an environment and our brains consists of many different neurons that are interconnected and adapt. Research of many different complex adaptive systems reveal that they do have common attributes, for example, they are inherently unpredictable, exhibit fat tail events and display emergent behaviour where the sum of the parts is greater than each of the underlying components/agents. An example of emergent phenomenon is consciousness from the network of neurons in the brain or various crises/bubbles that we see in financial markets. “Tipping points”, “thresholds” and “regime shifts” are all terms that have been used in the media to describe the flip of a complex adaptive system from one state to another.

Let’s think of an arbitrageur who wants to buy an asset cheap and enjoys excess return and then delivers a proper price. Markets must be inefficient enough to encourage active managers to participate and at the same time the participation of active managers creates efficiency. Active investor also creates liquidity in the market. One crucial factor (or lack thereof) is diversity (correlated believes and models) that results in market inefficiency. This, in of itself, is what makes exploiting that inefficiency challenging. AI algorithms work well when markets are efficient but comes short when market inefficiencies occur. This follows from another result from studies in complex adaptive systems that is both intuitive and profound. Stephen Wolfram came up with an explanation for what causes fundamental randomness: he showed using cellular-automata model that certain interdependent rules can result in randomness. That means that you don’t need random event after random event, just a complex adaptive system (with diverse, interconnected and adapting agents) that have interdependent rules. This implies that for a complex adaptive system like financial markets the distribution of outcomes today may not be the same as the distribution
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Will AI take over active fund management?

Three questions to ask of your algorithm (including AI) in your investment process?

Whether humans or AI algorithms will do better at a particular investing task depend on many factors; including whether the task being automated is familiar or unique, whether there is sufficient data and of sufficient quality to both verify and validate relationships and whether the task it is attempting to automate is complicated or complex. Let’s examine each question and then provide a matrix of tasks with examples in investments that can best be solved with humans or without humans. This matrix is meant to serve as a decision-making guideline for any executive who wants to implement an AI project in or across his business.

ARE THE TASKS FAMILIAR OR UNIQUE?

When a task is routine/familiar it is straightforward to see that such tasks can be automated using appropriate algorithms. Whether there is little or lots of good data available, computers can mine the data sets for appropriate relationships. For example, a fund tracking a market index could easily balance the task of rebalancing and minimizing the tracking error between a fund and an index. These funds are typically called index trackers. These tasks may be complicated (we will distinguish between complex and complicated tasks later) but can be solved and can be automated. These automation algorithms work in all “states of the world”. In the example above, tracking an index happens when the market is up or down. In contrast, unique tasks are decision-making processes that are unique to either a particular state of the world or over all states. For example, a smart beta strategy is a unique tilt on certain factors over all states of the world. These strategies attempt to harvest particular risk premia over time. Another example of a unique strategy is a tilt (for whatever reason) away, say, from US tech firms at a particular point in time. This strategy may only work over specific states of the world. Notice that the latter strategy has some element of timing/insight whereas the former strategy takes into account the potential benefits over all states.

DO YOU HAVE SUFFICIENT GOOD QUALITY DATA?

For tasks where lots of good quality data is available, algorithms that do routine tasks will likely do better than humans. However, no amount of good quality data may provide some perspective on a unique task (e.g., arbitrage opportunity) over a particular state of the world. In this situation, humans provide broader “contextual intelligence” than AI algorithms. Relationships between existing long-term metrics may change leaving some strategies perplexed and managers losing out. This may provide some insight for the task but it may be mostly luck that rewards or punishes the bet. We may, however, have a unique task over all states of the world where lots of good quality data help provide some insight into the task. For example, if there is persistence of a risk premium (e.g., Fama-French factors) that delivers alpha over a long time period.

IS THE TASK COMPLICATED OR COMPLEX?

Most tasks we encounter we think is complex but it is actually complicated. By complicated we mean a task that may be extremely difficult to solve or take a long time to solve because the choices in the task interact. For example, renovating your house by moving a doorway will impact other choices like covering-up a window or affecting the electrical system etc. When the task has many choices and many combinations of choices and these choices interact, then the task is complicated. Darwinian evolution is an example of a complicated task. In contrast, a complex task is when a system contains interconnected, interdependent, diverse and adapting agents where what
one agent does impacts the utility of another agent. For example, firms in a market operate in a complex system where the introduction of a product line by one firm may impact what other firms do. The same is true for active and passive investments. AI algorithms may be able to harvest risk premia or find the “optimal” asset allocation but we know that risk premia do not persist and what is “optimal” today may not be tomorrow. We also know that certain managers who proclaim to be active managers may be closet indexers.

Let’s now introduce a matrix that will provide a framework to help understand which tasks require algorithms (including AI) and which tasks require human judgment.
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The matrix above has “Unique” vs. “Routine” tasks on the y-axis and “Complicated” vs. “Complex” tasks on the x-axis. We then divide each quadrant into two: “Little” or “Lots of Data” where either little or lots of good quality data is available. Note that we are assuming here that the data is of good quality - that may not be the case in the real world. When tasks have little data, the task is unique and complex then humans will perform better. If there are lots of data then algorithms may “learn” patterns but when those patterns change, like they inevitably do in a complex system, human interventions are required to make contextual sense of the changes. In the extreme opposite quadrant, having little or lots of data will be the domain where most algorithms will thrive above humans. The upper left quadrant is for tasks that are unique but complicated and this quadrant may be the domain of some algorithms. For example, trading algorithms in a bank that exploit very specific arbitrage opportunities. However, having little data may require both human judgment and AI algorithms. The bottom right quadrant is for tasks that are routine and complex. These tasks may be investment strategies that exploit behavioural biases in the market. Exploiting the “predictable irrationality” behaviour of the market, according to Daniel Kahneman, may require lots of good data. Little data may require both human judgment and algorithm intervention.

What the matrix above provides is a classification of tasks that may require only humans, only AI algorithms or both humans and AI algorithms. It can be used by any executive to determine whether to balance the cost of an AI project with the potential impact on her business. This will help minimize, as described by the Davenport and Ronanki survey above, the cost on lofty AI projects that may have
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little or no business impact. Schoemaker and Tetlock\(^\text{17}\) mentioned that “AI still lacks a broad intelligence of the kind humans have that can cut across domains. Human experts thus remain important whenever contextual intelligence, creativity, or broad knowledge of the world is needed.” They argue that when tasks are familiar and there are lots of data available then computers are likely to be better than humans. However, when tasks are unique and when data overload is not an issue for humans, then humans will likely be better than computers. In this paper we went slightly further to provide a matrix that partition contexts when AI will perform better than humans and when human judgement will still be required. True successful active fund management will still be the primary domain of humans in the future.